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Dear Sir/Madam

Here is my submission about the cumulative impact study on the potential
cumulative impacts of proposed activities and developments on the
environmental, social and cultural values of Exmouth Gulf.

*1.    What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you
associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?**
*
Environmental:  Unspoilt natural environment, healthy biological
ecosystems (especially marine), unique wildlife (whale sharks, whales,
turtles, rock wallabies, birdlife, fish, corals)

Social: Relaxed, friendly, welcoming to visitors, in tune with nature,
considerate of wildlife and natural environment, considerate of, and
knowledgeable about,the unique marine visitors to the area and to the
ocean's and area's ecosystems

Cultural: Protective of the unique natural environment, educational- the
location of many marine research programs of significance not only
locally, but internationally, education from those sources and from
boat/tourist operators who know the wildlife they are showing people and
informing tourist visitors

*2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf? *

Tourist activities: beach, boats, wildlife, looking at scenic sights,
relaxing, breathing fresh air, seeing unique animals, swimming in
pristine waters, looking out at the ocean, watching wildlife I can't see
in the city, self-education by reading information at the aquarium about
the marine studies being conducted in the area, eating at excellent
cafes/restaurants

*3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth
Gulf?**
*
I've observed nothing, personally, I have found out about proposed
environmental pressures from others who live there and who are more
directly affected.  I know about various proposals to industrialise the
area (and consequently wreck the natural environment and destroy
ecosystems).

Environmental ecosystems are interdependent, you can't affect one part
without affecting others, and you won't know what you are messing up
until the consequences become apparent.  There are marine animals deep
on the ocean floor that should be left alone (one of the researcher's
videos at the aquarium is looking at them).  IMO, the whole area should
be completely "hands-off", it's too important an environment to tinker with.

*4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect
you/your sector or business?*

I don't have a sector or business, but any industrialisation will affect
me as a visitor.  I will never go there as a visitor/tourist if ANY



development or industrialisation is allowed.  I've been there when it's
been a paradise, I'll never go to see a paradise lost, I couldn't bear
it. The thought of it is very upsetting to me.

It's either/or.  Allow pipe fabrication, destroy tourism permanently. 
Allow huge deep wharf, destroy local tourism permanently (will the
cruise ships want to berth after there are no whales to see? Will there
even be cruise ships in light of coronavirus? Will cruise ship visitors
want to look at dead coral without any fish swimming through it?)  Once
the marine organisms are wiped out, that's it, they're gone, you can't
just say "oops, that was a mistake let's get them back".  They can't
replant the dead parts of the barrier reef.  If you kill it, it's dead
for good.   You can't go back to tourism when any fabrications works
decide to shut down.  It's either/or and there are other locations for
industrial installations, there are NO other locations with the unique
environment of the Exmouth Gulf.

*5. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be
proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?*

There seem to be various proposals popping up consistently.  I implore
the EPA to protect this unique environment, declare it permanently off
limits to development and industrialisation.

Thank you.




